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PREFACE

An Active Introduction to Hindi follows the 'microwave' style of lesson organi-

zation originated by Earl W. Stevick of the Foreign Service Institute. A trial version

prepared by James W. Stone and Bonnie Graham MacDougall during the summer of

1966 was successful in several Peace Corps training programs, as well as at FSI.

Encouraged by the favorable reception, FSI and the Peace Corps decided to proceed

with a fuller development of Hindi materials on this model. Work began with the

arrival of D. N. Sharma in the summer of 1967 and culminated in the present publica-

tion.

The 'microwave' model was described by Dr. Stevick in a brief paper, 'UHF and

Microwaves in Transmitting Language Skills', which appeared in the International

Journal of American Linguistics, Volume 32.1, Part 2, 1966. It was used in his two

Swahili texts: An Active Introduction to Swahili: Geography, and An Active Intro-

duction to Swahili: General Conversation. The purpose and method are explained at

length in the introduction which follows (see pp v—xiii).

The American Embassy in New Delhi arranged to have the Hindi portions set in

type in India and printed, thus providing clear camera copy with the full range of

Devanagari symbols, not all of which are available on typewriters. The English por-

tions were typed by Mrs. Irma C. Ponce.

Unlike most FSI language textbooks, An Active Introduction to Hindi has no

related tape recordings since it is essentially a guidebook for conversational inter-

play between students and a native speaking instructor.

The debt which this publication owes to the Peace Corps could hardly be over-

stated. The project was undertaken at the encouragement of the language staff in

Washington; the preliminary materials were tried in Peace Corps training programs;

and much of the cost of development and publication was borne by the Peace Corps.

Without the cooperation and support of the Peace Corps An Active Introduction to

Hindi would not have been possible.

{_/ James R. Frith, Dean

School of Language Studies

Foreign Service Institute

May 19, 1970 Department of State
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INTRODUCTION

In the centennial year of Gandhi and Ghalib, we are happy
to put forward a Hindi text which is, we hope, new in at least

some respects. The philosophy underlying this Approach is as

follows

.

People learn language by using it—by using it for its real
purposes: communicating, obtaining food, transportation, infor-
mation, and other necessities.

This Approach is intended to make it possible for students
to begin using Hindi, from the first hour of class, to obtain
information and exchange opinions about topics which are im-

portant to them.

The first subject of conversation introduced in the text
is geography. The names and locations of the countries, states,

and cities of South Asia are important to every student, whether
he is hoping to go there in the near future or is studying the
area with some other interest. The first hour therefore begins
by putting up a large outline map and making sure that everyone
has the basic facts.

The Approach is intended to be flexible, so that the subject
matter can be adjusted to the interests of the class. A group
going to Delhi, for example, will want to spend some of its time
with the city map. Students slated for a definite post in the
area will want to find out all they can about the locale; they
will question the instructors about conditions in South Asia,

particularly in their home districts.

On the other hand, the instructors will want to know more
about the U.S. They can direct the same kinds of questions to

the students. The U.S. map can also be discussed with profit;
an American in South Asia will be asked constantly about his

country and his home town. A review of the names, locations,
capitals, sizes, and major cities of the several states might
be in order.
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The second main topic for conversation is autobiographical.
One's family and background are always topics of interest. Here
again each student will adjust the subject matter to fit himself,
to say things that are true (or at least credible) and interesting.
Other topics are introduced by the text, and before long the
students themselves are choosing subjects for conversation to

fit their own needs.

This Approach is mainly concerned with introducing the main
grammatical features of Hindi; we regard this as the core of

the language learning problem. Obviously, grammar isn't enough;
this text is only one of several necessary teaching techniques.

Acquiring a good pronunciation is important, but obviously
this cannot be learned from a book; the student must hear the
sounds. In the same way, he must train his ear to understand
spoken Hindi.

Grammatical accuracy is indispens ible for anyone who aspires
to speak the language well. Two methods of achieving this are
widely used. The system of 'pattern practice' emphasizes drill
on a set of sentences which are grammatically alike, differing
only in one feature, usually a set of vocabulary substitutions.
The other attack on grammatical accuracy is the 'dialog' approach
based on mastering individual sentences. The latter approach is

used here; for each grammatical point, the student must master
and use a number of sentences, either some of those given in the
printed text or others derived from them, with different vocab-
ulary, which are certified by the teacher as correct and appro-
priate. He must then require himself to use these in appropriate
situations constantly.

This emphasis on learning .individual sentences in no way
implies a lack of respect for the 'grammar drill' type of teaching;
what kinds of drills, and how they are to be used, is left to the
judgement of the instructor. The simplest kind of manipulations
may be enough. These are vocabulary substitutions: noun and
adjective substitutions in the earlier units, pronoun substitu-
tions later, and verb substitutions in the last half of the book;
in all cases, with the necessary adjustments of endings for proper
grammatical agreement. This much is essential. Many teachers
will want to add more complex exercises. The experienced teacher
will adapt his methods to the needs of the class.
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Vocabulary is another matter. Every student must acquire
a large vocabulary if he is to carry on any sort of conversation.
Learning a large number of words has usually been regarded as a

huge and unpleasant task for students. It is in the treatment
of the vocabulary problem that the 'microwave' approach is a new
departure.

The purposes for which students learn Hindi differ greatly.
Some are going to India in the immediate future. Others wish to
read the literature. A whole class may consist of Peace Corps
volunteers preparing to work in a particular technical specialty.
Another class may contain people of the most varied interests.
The kind of vocabulary that one kind of student needs may be
completely different from what another wants.

The selection of vocabulary is made the responsibility of

the students. The text uses subjects which should be of interest
to most students. As each grammatical pattern is learned, the
class must find additional vocabulary with which to use it. These
words must then be used, actively and correctly, in conversation,
discussion, and dispute, for the remainder of the course. In this
way both the vocabulary and the grammar patterns will become the
permanent property of the student.

We have tried throughout to keep the emphasis on Hindi,
rather than on English. For this reason, the basic material of

each unit is printed always on the right-hand page, while trans-
lations, explanations, and notes follow. A minimum of translation
is given; enough, we hope, to make the meaning of each grammatical
feature clear, but not enough to encourage translation practice or
lengthy discussion in English.

The translations given are in almost all cases intended as
idiomatic equivalents in colloquial American English, which sound
appropriate to the situation in which they are used. Word-for-word
translation has been avoided. In no case should these English
equivalents be taken as definitions of words or narrowly limited
indications of meaning. It is in the treatment of meaning that
Hindi differs most from English, and any attempt at 'literal'
renditions will lead to absurdities.
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We have not been bound to a specific format, except for the

distinction of right-hand, basic, pages, and left-hand ancillary
pages. Where space remained, we have added some of the mis-

cellaneous notes on vocabulary and usage that are necessary in

any text. Occasionally a minor grammatical point is added also.

The Hindi portions of the text were printed in India and
inserted in the typed English notes. The result, while somewhat
irregular, is at least legible, and presents the language in its

normal printed appearance.

The Devanagari script is used throughout. We feel strongly
that this is the only proper way of writing Hindi; all kinds of

romanization have deficiencies more serious than the minor eccen-
tricities of Devanagari spelling. More serious is the degrading
effect the roman alphabet inevitably has on the pronunciation of

students. Since the traditional orthography is such an accurate
representation of the spoken language, it seems very inefficient
to interpose any transitional alphabet between it and the student.

The exclusive use of Devanagari of course requires that the
student learn to read this script very early in his training (un-
less he is to rely entirely on his sound-memory. ) Learning to
read Hindi should not be a difficult process. An Introduction to

Written Hindi is also available.

Using the Approach in the classroom ;

There are two ways of using each unit. First the teacher
teaches the new sentences to the students; second, the students
use them. We will refer to these as the M-phase and the G-phase.

In beginning a new unit, the first step is mimicry. The
instructor says the first sentence many times, in a normal,

natural manner, and each student mimics him as closely as he can.

In mimic ing, the student should concentrate at first on the
overall shape of the sentence—the rise and fall of the voice,

the rhythm, the emphasis. This will not be difficult, since Hindi
is much like English in this respect, except that the English-
speaking student will tend to slight the unstressed vowels and
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must strive to give each syllable its full value. It seems

best to get the sound pattern of the sentence, and then to

work on individual consonants and vowels within this frame-

vork. The opposite approach—working for accuracy in each
vowel and consonant first, and then attempting to put them
together in a sentence—rarely results in natural-sounding
speech.

The second step of the M-phase is for meaning. Stu-

dents learn a better pronunciation if they give it their full

attention first, before beginning to think about the meaning.
In the early units, the teacher may just tell the students
what each sentence means. In later units, students will

understand part of the new sentence, and can ask in Hindi for

clarification. In any case, only a minute or two should be
spent on learning meanings, and discussion in English should
be avoided. This is a Hindi course.

Third, after a little more practice (still striving for

good pronunciation) and the sentences will have been memorized.

These three steps, using Mimicry, Meaning, and Memoriza-
tion, constitute the M-phase. Some of the grammatical Manipu-
lation mentioned above should be added here. The class now
moves into the C-phase, using the new sentences in Communication
and Conversation.

The C-phase usually begins with simple quest ion-and-

answer exchanges, the teacher asking individual students the
questions learned in the M-phase, students asking each other,
and students putting these questions to the teacher. The
teacher continues to insist on good pronunciation, correcting
errors by repeating the full sentence for the student to mimic

As this gets easier, the students begin to expand the

conversation, bringing in words and phrases previously learned,

and asking for pertinent new vocabulary. While it is essential
that the students bring in additional vocabulary items, care
must be exercised in doing so.

In most units one or two 'model conversations' are printed.
They suggest ways of using the C-phase. Often they show shorter
forms of the sentences taught in the M-phase. (People do not
always talk in long, full sentences. The shorter forms given
are correct and appropriate.)



Each unit teaches not merely a few sentences but a pattern
for making sentences. A sentence pattern may be thought of as

containing one or more "slots'* into which certain kinds of words
can be "plugged in." For instance, in the English pattern

I am (X) years old.

the X slot is for numbers. In the pattern

This is called an (X).

almost any noun will fit.

The first page of each unit gives a group of sentences all

made on the same pattern. By the end of the M-phase, the class
will have discovered the slot in which words are being substituted.
During the C-phase they can begin substituting other words, to talk
about other subjects.

In the beginning, however, the student's freedom to say
whatever he wants must be limited. At first, it will be closely
limited; only those words which will fit the one open slot of

each pattern can be permitted. Any others will confuse the
student. This still leaves a very large number of sentences
which can be built on each pattern, as many as there are appro-
priate substitutions in the slot. Moreover, since the student
is pressed to combine all the patterns he has learned, the number
and variety of conversational exchanges that can be developed is

enormous. The student thus has plenty of scope for creative
ingenuity, and his success in learning to speak Hindi will depend
on how actively he experiments with the available patterns.

In the early units, substitution items will be mostly nouns.
Since there are several types of nouns, not every noun the student
might wish to use will fit. Until the student has learned to use
all types, he will be limited in the substitutions he can make,
The topics suggested in the earlier units will help to steer the
choice of substitutions. The alert instructor will help the class
with suitable (and interesting) words, but items which go beyond
the pattern will creep in occasionally. When this happens (the
sudden failure of understanding will give warning) just pass the
offending item by. Don't try to explain it; just let it drop.
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By the time unit 22 has been mastered, the student knows

almost everything there is to know about nouns, adjectives, pro-
nouns, and the modifiers that go with them. From there on he

really can talk about almost anything he wants to. The qualifier
almost is still necessary, because Hindi is so unlike English;

two English sentences may be built on the same pattern, while the
corresponding Hindi sentences show two entirely unrelated patterns.
A different "idiom", if you like.

At first, the instructor should take part actively in these
conversations to get them going, then gradually withdraw as the
students gain confidence. If a student says something which is

not a grammatical sentence, the teacher will say the correct form
for him and the student will repeat it. (If the M-phase has been
learned thoroughly, there will not be many errors.) But the
teacher should not interrupt or object to what a student says,

so long as it is Hindi — so long as it makes sense.

There are other uses of language besides the exchange of

information. On page 6 we have included a greeting sequence
('Hello, how are you?'). This short dialog admits very little
variation; we have called it a Ritual. Learn this as a set

piece and use it when appropriate during the day. Eventually
you can incorporate whatever variations you hear Hindi speakers
using. You will see other rituals, such as the doorway game
('After you'). At a convenient time, ask your instructors to
teach you these exchanges; learn them as seriously as you would
any other sentences and form the habit of using them on all

appropriate occasions. (Keep watching to see what kind of

behavior is appropriate to what occasion.)

Another kind of utterances we call useful expressions or
cl iches . These are the one-sentence or one-word remarks that
fill the gaps in conversation, and ntostly pass unnoticed.
Accumulate a variety of these; they give an impression of

fluency, and give you time to think.

This course is called An Active Approach to Hindi. The
instructors will introduce the language, but the activity must
come mainly from you.
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Technical Note: A procedure for mimicry

While you are introducing a new cycle for the first time,

the students focus their attention on you. Therefore they should
not have their books open. They need to watch you as well as

listen to you.

(1) Say the first sentence aloud, and pause while
the students repeat it.

(2) Say it again, and let the class try again to

imitate you.

(3) Repeat the sentence three or four times more,

pausing each time for the whole class to repeat it.

It is most important to say the sentence normally.
A good teacher always speaks at a normal conversational
speed. Try to repeat the sentence the same way each
time, using the same emphasis and the same inflection
every time you say it. (This is not easy to do.)

(4) By this time, most of the class will probably be able
to say the sentence acceptably. If it is a long sen-

tence, however, they may still be having difficulty.
You can make it easier for them by using a 'backwards
buildup'

For instance, if the sentence is:

W TFT ^JJT | ?

build it up out of shorter sentences this way:

| ?

TR W | ?

W ;tft | ?

If the full sentence was difficult for them at first, let
them repeat each of the shorter ones after you and work their
way up to the longer sentence. When they have caught the whole
sentence, repeat it for them several more times.
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When the class can repeat the whole sentence fairly well,

begin working with students one by one.

(1) Look at one student and say the sentence. He will
repeat it after you.

(2) Say it once more, and listen as he repeats it.

(3) Choose another student, and say the sentence for him
to repeat twice.

(4) After each student has repeated it after you at least

twice in this way, return to the student you started
with in (1), and have him repeat it after you. By
this time he has heard you say the sentence many times
and it will be much easier for him. You will probably
notice a great improvement in his pronunciation.

(5) Last of all, you may return to any student who has

been having difficulty with this sentence, and give
him another chance. Every student has now said the
sentence a dozen times or more, and he has heard you
say it many times. Be sure that every time he hears
it, he hears you say it normally , said the same way.

(6) If some students are still having difficulty, use
the backwards buildup technique for them individually.
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Unit 1 introduces this sentence pattern:

This is (X).

This is China.

This is Russia.

This is India.

The question also fits this pattern:

WTT t ? This is what?

3Tf? this can be omitted.

^Tff f | It's Burma

.

Useful expressions :

iff I

3ft ?

5to | I

I don't know.

I don't remember.

Pardon? What did you say?

That's right.

Mode 1 Conver sat ion :

What's this?

This is Nepal.

And this?

It's Bhutan.

2
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The pattern of these sentences is

W ( X ) |l

The name of this country is ( X ).

?5 °Ff *TTT ^ffa" ^ I The name of this country is China.

W 3>T "TTT ^-^T f> I
This country's name is Russia.

W Wf ^TH VTTTcf | I
The name of this country is India.

W 3>T 'TTT WT ^ ? The name of this country is what?

country may be omitted:

^>T *TT*T ^PTT t ? What's the name of this one?

fJTTr name may also be left out, if the meaning is still clear

without it.

STTC f ? And this one's?

Useful expressions:

«ft j|T I Yes

.

MODEL CONVERSATION

TR" ^TT | ?

Practice this simple quest ion-and-answer routine first.

Each student should take a turn at the map and ask several

questions. Then begin to extend the conversation like this:

«TT*T Wt | ?



«K+I<t ?TT<TT

fx T* 1 JTTT

3 3 < 41441

ATT III 1

HSm
Taw fTTTT

rr5
,

TTIt (
J
"

H <J6|

«MI«T



To the Student :

Continue pointing at countries on the map, asking

your instructor ^ *t^l ^ ? and learning the Hindi

names of all the countries shown. Practice asking

each other this question until everybody knows them

all. If you don't have an answer, say *IT^

or and ask someone else 9?[ ^ :

Ritual

I Hello.

HTs$ I
Come in!

srfs^ | Have a seat.

STPT «P% f ?
How are you?

sflr ^rrq" ? And y°u?

f I I'm fine.

Thank you.

^<rT f^T^t I
We'll get together tomorrow.

*\H*-A I
Goodbye

.

Ff^^' is an all-purpose greeting? it can be used for

Hello, Goodbye, Good Morning, Good evening, and Good

Night.
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Iff | I Here it is

.

There it is

.

Where is it?

wft # ?
Where is Karachi?

Karachi is here.

Karachi is there.

It's Karachi.

It's Peshawar.

It's Ceylon.

A typical Hindi sentence has three basic parts. The verb comes

last, the subject first, and the rest in between.

The subject does not have to be stated; the first three sentences

above illustrate this. Subject and verb only make a complete

sentence, as in the last three. The verb by itself can be a sentence.

5ft t Yes. It is.
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^ ^TTT the name of this city

3"3T ^TfT =FT «TFT the name of that city

«FT ^TTT its name (the name of this one)

sJ^T "TTT i-ts name (the name of that one)

Use this unit to learn the names and locations of all the major

cities of India, Pakistan, and the surrounding countries.

The following sentences will be used constantly.

Please listen.

Please speak.

Please say it again.

Please tell us.

r«« n$ i Please show us.

Please show us on the map.

f^4) Jr srtf^rir i Please speak in Hindi.

Please begin.

You start, please.

And this?

sftr ^ ? And that?
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The information discussed here is important to everyone who is

interested in India. It will probably be necessary to review

this daily with the map, until all students are well-informed

on this topic. The U. S. map can also be discussed.

Negatives : Negative statements are made by placing

before the verb.

??R>T •TTT ^sff t I
Its name is not Russia.

After 5T$ft, ^ is often omitted.

Sfaf^ I
That's not right.

With imperatives (the^T form) «T is used.

«T *|JV^ I
Please don't forget.

«T Wtt^( I
Please don't go to sleep.

Strong prohibition is expressed with Tf^T .

TcT ^tfcpfr I
Don't speak English!

In many classes it is necessary to use this sentence frequently.
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TP5 f

fair* ?

<n*nn?«r fax to ? t ?

S3f farrc far^ if 1 ?

*s far to *f 1 ?

*fk | ?



«rsrf ftrar sr^r $f £ ?

in Dacca

in what state?

in that city

What state is Bombay in?

It's in New York.

your home.

Hindi uses a set of little words like ?f . They are called

postpositions. Postpositions have more or less the meanings of

the English prepositions. They follow the word or phrase they

refer to.

When used with postpositions, JJ^ and take the forms

f^T and .

By this point students will have learned many place names.

Other nouns are likely to raise grammatical problems. Here are

a few more nouns which are quite safe.

jt^tr ^nr^r

Write in translations only if you feel you must.

The class may also ask for additional please expressions

like those on page Keep them short and useful.

It is absolutely essential to keep reviewing previous units,

and to keep using the sentence patterns previously learned, com-

bining them with the new ones.



wfst #mT far 1 ?

5ft ST^f, ?TT5r ?nrr ?rff, vnz ?rewrT |



?TT5r ^T¥T fe^T | ? What day is this?

*TT^T I 1 It's Tuesday.

Sfk ^Iff" Sft rTRt^ ? And what date?

^rSPT^rt I

This is August 10.

Write the current date on the blackboard. Practice this

ritual daily for the rest of the course.

CI iches

O.K.

rft well (use this when hesitating)

Please excuse me. (when leaving)

f*fiT ?TT^ I
Please come again.

TFtf ^tf^ I
Pardon me.

SPHTiT^T I

Please explain.

Continue accumulating useful words and phrases like these

conversation openers, fillers, and closers. Vary the greeting

ritual (p.^ ) with other polite phrases. Different greetings

are preferred by people of different religious and regional

backgrounds.
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fcr m 1

1

qft 3*rc *rfa 1

1

W <ffa srt 1

1

wrTfr •ift to 1 ?

wrr^r to I ?

mm m to i ?

4ta *n*r 1

1
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my name

your name

my age

your age

Use your own name and age.

With the noun ?rriT my_ is expressed by JlTJ and y°ur bY TFT .

With the noun^TT, and STPT are used. is not a

sensitive topic in Hindi.

Limit these questions to these forms: my
,
your .

Don't ask about family or other people not present.

STTCPFT TFT | ?

?TPT T^T | I

st^t, *rpraSt **frrcft | ?

*ff, ^ if snff, if 1

1
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Names and titles can be a little complicated. Hindu men

are usually addressed by their last name (which is probably

the caste name) with the politeness word 3ft ;

Most Hindu women prefer to be known by their first name, with "5ft:

3^7 5ft Miss Usha

Moslem men use the last name (which may or may not be a

family name), or the first name, with ^JT^:

^"FT ^Ts£«T Mr. Khan

m\ tfTfST Mr. Ali

A married Moslem woman is addressed by her husband's last name,

preceded by the title

«t*TT *?TPT Mrs. Khan

Unmarried Moslem women usually use the first name with I Qj «TT

:

7nfT*TT Miss Fat ima

Foreigners are mostly Wlf^ .

STFFT STT^T Mr. Brown

If you don't know the person's name, or are not sure how

he wishes to be addressed, the following are fairly safe: A

man can be addressed as M I f ^TTff^ brother
, but don't use this

for an elderly or high-ranking person. A woman of your own

age can be called q^rt ^ sister . A respectful form for

speaking to an older lady is TpRfT "Sft mother .

20
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The two kinds of nouns

There are two basic types of nouns in Hindi. With the first

type ^TJ is used, and adjectives which end with ?JT

5T^T ^TT the state's name

^ wf for which day ?

jpta^T^ which city ?

With the others ^ is used, and adjectives have an ^ ending.

5T^T "Ft TT«PTT*ft the capital of the state

Srft ^tt my aSe

spfa grcfta which date?

The traditional names for these two noun classes are Masculine

(the ?TT words) and Feminine (the ^ words.) These terms are not

to be taken too seriously. The names of most male dieties,

persons, and animals belong to the Masculine class, and nouns

which designate females are mostly in the Feminine class, but

there are many exceptions. Every noun must belong to one class

or the other, and there is no reasonable explanation for the fact

that an utterly sexless word like for is considered Masculine

while cTTTt^ ,
which has almost the same meaning, is Feminine.

The point is, STT endings are used with some, and s£ endings with

the others.

Hindi dictionaries list nouns as (Masculine) or

<F3ftf%,T (Feminine). The abbreviations are Jo and <F^to .
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3f tot $r

t TOT #

^tpt %

^TH" ftw TO $

^pt f*RT sT^r % | ?

«ffa fa*T^ % | ?

*rk fa*r sr^r ^r | ?



^ is the verb am . The pronoun if I may be used with it,

but it is not necessary. j>
shows that the subject is f$ .

Speaking of himself, a man uses the masculine form .

tt _____ •

=PT ^ I I'm a local resident,

cffa"
fj

I I'm thirty years old.

A woman uses the feminine

>TRcT ^ | I

1 belong to India.

% *ffa ?3T5T ^ $ I

rm twenty.

The pronoun 9qTT you requires the verb ft are .

Speaking to a man, the masculine plural % is necessary.

5T]Xf SfTfrr % f ? Where are you from?

fe^ st<t % | ?
How old are y°u?

The feminine form is tf\ in the plural as well as in the

singular.

^ f[
? Where are you from?

focT^ *TTW | ? How old are y°u?

The postposition zpj _ % - basically means of .

This is the only postposition with more than one form.

Pr ices:

^ ^Tra" rate of wheat

W ^FT ?TR ^TT | ? What's the rate for this kind of rice?

price of a book
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W If W. I ?

iff 1 m ^ ?



You have learned to make statements on the pattern

A is B. A B | |

^1 t 1 That is true.

^EPpV TTSpTT'ft ^T JPtlT | I It's capital is Calcutta.

A true-false question is made by putting the question-

marker ^TT before the statement.

^rr^^l ? Is that true?

^tt ?ttot ?rm q^r I ?
Is y°ur name Patel?

Pattern : ^ A B ^ ? Is A B?

These questions ask for a yes-or-no answer. The other kind

of question asks for information, using a question-word.

^ +$l ^ ? Where is that country?

^TTT |> ? How are you?

Notice that the question-word usually carries extra loudness

or emphasis. Another such question-word is 4*4 1 what?

*TPT ^TT ^ ? What's the name?

There are two WTT s. One is the question-word, usually

translated what . The other is the question-marker ^ZJT which

is introduced in this unit. It comes at the beginning of the

sentence and is not stressed. It is not translated by any

English word. It merely indicates that the sentence is a

quest ion.
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W 3f ^ ^ | ?

3TTT ^ f ?
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^ ?T^T "TTRT | ? Is that city old?

ST%3T tffcr ^ ? Is tnis state small?

^T, ST^r, 5n^T, Tfa, *r^R are all 'masculine* nouns.

They require 5TT endings on adjectives used with them.

This is true whether the adjectives are part of the same phrase

or not.

Adjectives referring to 'jf^Hf nouns

isn't used in the same sentence.

These adjectives all have ^rVf^TT

There is another kind of adjective

^7 Sift

The changeable adjectives are called 'marked adjectives' and the

unchanging kind 'unmarked.' There are only two kinds.

It ' s an old city .

This city is old ,

have ?TT endings even if the noun

It's pretty old.

It's completely new.

It's not so small.

x
forms with 5 endings.

old capital

small car

which does not change.

beautiful city

beautiful sari

Indian house

Indian woman
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fp-MJT q^Tf 3J>T | I

|f^T m S*% S% qfTf ^5RTT I ?

JTft *R*T $THT T^R q^t I ?

jt^t sr&r | ?

€t miff % ^rtt r | ?

^rrc *r?T t i



Comparison is expressed with than .

?TR<T 3"fT | I India is large.

>TR^T TTf^cTl'T 3"§T ^ I
India is larger than Pakistan.

%T^T fiFfHT | I
Kerala is small.

%T^T ^sTRl" % STST % I

Kerala is smaller than Madras.

tiqtl means most .

«T^T ST^T I I The biggest city is Calcutta.

??t?!T Sf^^T ^TOT t ? Which is the smallest state?

Quiz each other with questions like those on p.^£.

These expressions will also be useful:

*T3% 3"fT ^TRT^t largest- in population

^fT OT^> 3" largest in area

Is it true that you're a Pakistani?

My opinion is this, that it's very good.

My meaning is this, that it isn't possible,

is used to connect two clauses.

eft ? So? Then?
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TO %s

^ sret^ I i *r^1r | ?

^TRcf ^Pt *M ^tr ^>r*ft | ?

fft3t <PTFT ^TT*ft t I

sffc STFT TO | ?

ST^T eft 5TTT I

3t
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Use this unit to practice feminine nouns with ^ -ending adjectives

and modifiers. Ask each other about the major rivers of various

countries and states—the longest, broadest, deepest, and most

beautiful. Ask the same questions about the main street

of an important city of South Asia and the U.S.

The sari is always a topic of interest. Useful vocabulary:

Unmarked Adjectives Marked Adjectives (feminine ending)

*TFT red "ffcft

white jffcft

red

white

rose

beautiful

silken

yellow

blue

black

expens ive

inexpens ive
^T*ft

silken tf^ft

ITT^t is also an important subject to many Americans. The same

adjectives can be used. Most vehicles are ^tl *T •

When adjectives are derived from nouns by adding <| they are unmarked

( invariant )

.

35T wool

cotton

rose

Banaras

India

woolen

made of cotton

rose-colored

Banaras-style

Indian

can also be an adjective: more

eft Sffa two more

^fc^ j

Please give me some more.
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5TTfk strnrr^lr sit ^rr^ 1

1

The population of Lahore is 2 1/2 lakh.

srRRt <Tcrrefar ^ s?rrcr 1

1

Its population is more than 45 lakh.

Large numbers are said and written this way:

^ 100

t^f> ?F»TTT 1 , 000

t^> ^rrer 1,00,000

T*fT ^Ct? 1,00,00,000

Note also the special numbers 1 1/2 ¥•? 2 1/2

tf spTtf % less than 1,50,00,000

Additional useful expressions:

"FT % at least

^PTTTT at most

^T*PTT approximately
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StR *flT ^ 1

1

st%K *rr5rr<ft ?ptvtt fansfar ztm 1

1

^ft i w>^ % q^nsftar ^rm **r>r | i



How many people live in Pakistan?

Use the verb ^ to discuss again the population figures

(in round numbers) of the cities and states of India, Pakistan,

and neighboring countries, and of the U. S. Compare the sizes

of your home towns.

Numbers are one of the more difficult vocabulary problems.

Memorizing a number of true statements such as these will help

you remember both the numbers and their meanings. Also continue

using q-fS ^daily.

More cliches:

3TcT | I

^TT | ?

^T5T
=5TM | ?

That's good. Glad to hear it!

That's true.'

That's great!

Too bad.

What's the matter?

How are things?

How's everything?

Thank you.

happiness

sadness

kindness

state of affairs
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*TFT T^t I ?

FW ^fTC ^ | ?

TFT Tf[cfr | ?

*fk TFT ?

srtr TTT ?TPT ?



The verb 1 ive ,
remain has been introduced in these forms:

ff Jfff] ? (man speaking)

*f T^cft
fj

(woman speaking)

STTT Tf^" f (to a man or men, or a group)

?TTT '<{kfl § (to a woman or women)

5TtT Tfjffi' f (about a group)

The present tense is formed with two words, which are called

the participle and the auxiliary. The participle has the same

endings as an adjective:

5jjy
with masculine singular subjects

IT with masculine plural subjects

<| with feminine subjects

The auxiliary verb is already familiar:

|> with the subject f[

^ with other singular subjects

with plural subjects

When it occurs alone, the auxiliary verb means am, _is_, are .

When the auxiliary and the participle are used together,

the two do not have separate meanings.

In the negative, the auxiliary tends to be omitted.
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TP5 WITCf

w^tt stht f|^t *th% | ?

^TT ?TPT ^fiTT | ?

TcFT^ | fa STFT f*pffcTT^ ^RF SFTTcft |

ITT ?f#ft ?
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These TTS are mainly concerned with three grammatical dimen-

sions which go under the traditional names of gender , number and

person .

Gender :

The two genders, 'masculine* and 'feminine', were introduced

in TT3 £ as far as nouns are concerned. Marked adjectives adjust

their endings according to the noun they refer to. ?^~?^)

Expressions which refer to people also have gender, according to

the sex of the person. (MI4 S[ o ) ( 5fTT phrases are like adjectives.)

Number

:

Number is a two-way distinction: singular vs. plural . Hindi

is much like English in its use of number. The pronoun for

instance, always requires the plural verb |"
,

just as English you

requires the plural are . It can mean one person or several—no

matter. ?TPT is grammatically plural, always.

The plural number is used in referring to a group of persons

or things; in referring to one person, the plural shows respect.

Only children or persons of low rank should be talked about in the

singular.

Person ; the personal pronouns

It is customary to refer to three grammatical persons . The

first person pronouns are ^ and ^T. They require the verbs £>

and % ,
respectively. ?TTT is the only second person pronoun

taught in this Introduction.
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The singular third person pronouns are ?T?> and =ff> , ^ means

this one , and is often translated he_, she , or it_. ^ means that

person or that thing , as well as he_, she , it . The plurals are

and ST . They can be translated they
,
these , or those , when they

refer to a single person, they are translated he_ or she . (In

informal speech, many people say for both Zf^ and ^ , and zft for

^ and i[ .

^ > ^\ and % or anY noun can be substituted in the third

person examples.

All of the grammatically plural pronouns can refer to one

person (Many people use IpT to mean I. ) To make it clear that

a group of people is meant, the noun is often added:

STFT ^ffTT you-all

if ^ffqf
those people, they

ipT *ftT we (not only I)
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The following examples show how person, number, and gender

combine in a sentence consisting of a pronoun or noun as subject,

a marked adjective, and a verb.

1 s f

Ism
2 p f

2pm

1pm
3 s f

3 s m

3 p f

3pm % ^1% f I

I'm tired. (woman speaking)

I'm hungry, (man speaking)

You're O.K. (to a woman)

You're fair. (to a man)

We are old. I am old.

The river is deep.

The water is dirty.

The streets are wide.

They are black.

(The other possibility, first person plural feminine, is rare.)
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The present participle consists of the root of the verb plus

one of the endings <ft . Here is the full list for

the verb go

:

Person Gender Number

S- 5TTrTT 1 mas. sing.

1 fem. sing.

1 mas

.

Pi.

STTT TO | 2 mas

.

Pi.

2 fern

.

Pi.

JT| TOT | 3 mas

.

sing.

^ TO | 3 mas

.

Pi-

^ TOt j 3 fem. sing.

^ TOY | 3 fem. PL

Another form is the root plus the ending
;

the infinitive . This is the form listed in the dictionary. The

verbs introduced on page ^S. (in their infinitive form)t

speak eat

learn teach

*iMHT know fc-HsMT write

study, read prepare

understand wear, put on

%5RT play "TRT drink
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qfa q^
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5. u
*• afar

33 defter

^y =#fhr

^ defter

3?. strata

Yo ^T*far

y? pRn^r

Y^ ^"qwt^T

y^ ^crnft^r

yy ^Fffa

y^ far^r

Y^ fein^r

YV3 SWT*far

Y5.
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5ft =^tt ml 1 1 *ftt arf^T 1

1

5ft qfET ml I I *ftt cftT ^ I I

5ft <p> 9* t I *ftt ^ spst srf?r 1

1

itTT fa<£ tt^T ml I I *ftt trap | |

tttt ^Tf ml i *ftt ^tf g^r fnp i

fei* mt |
9 ^TTT^Ft feft^ I?

m"T % mf I ? $77 ^ %cRt^ I ?

5ft ml |, ^ iff | 55ft?: f^TCT ^fcT 1

^fff^ I I art cftotro Sf | *TTT T^f WRT *T t I

jpft 3*ft TO t I
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TR3R The Family

*R ^TT^ ^ I
1 have two brothers.

^Tt ^ I I have two sisters.

Obviously any attempt at word-for-word translation must be

abandoned (unless you can be satisfied with something like 'Two

brothers of mine exist.')

Plurals Many masculine nouns have the same shape in the

singular and the plural. Marked adjectives with

nouns have ?fT in the singular and in the

plural

.

iRT WtZT >TT^ my iittle brother

my little brothers

Many feminine nouns add IT for the plural. Adjective endings

are f for both singular and plural.

?rft sfcft sr^r
my little sister

*t"d Wtit my lit tle sisters

In talking about important or high-ranking people, the plural

must be used. An older brother is always «n» ^TT^, but a younger

brother may be &tZT yji . In the feminine, the noun doesn't

change (and the adjective can't,) but the verb goes into the

plural

.

i|Tt ^ ^ | I
I have one older sister.
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tom

tr^r STfT 1

1

*rft tfta ^fV 1

1

3r 3>fi^ g?F% Sfft 1

1

*ft 5*t *TT$ t, ^ ^r *fa ^ ^tST I

^ft fff , 9f iff f 1 3^ ^ 3*^ t

sfa 3?V 1^1 ?



My little sister is taller than me.

My other sister is older than I. (bigger)

Both my sisters are younger than me. (smaller)

Talking about women and girls ; Example (a) refers to one sister,

presumably younger; the forms are all singular, (b) refers to

one girl or woman, and shows respect; everything is plural except

the noun s ister . (c) refers to several sisters; all the forms

are plural.

(d) ^ ^ 5^ ^ t •

My third brother is smaller than I am. (younger)

(e)
f*ft fni % | I

My other brother is taller than me.

My other brothers are taller than me.

Talking about men and boys : Here there is only a two-way distinc-

tion. The whole sentence is either singular or plural. If plural,

it may refer to one person or several. If there is danger of

confusion, more words can be added:

^ rr^T one brother of mine

^TTlf TTlf all four of my brothers

The pronoun ^ has a special form *J"*t>. The two forms and T£¥F> are

called the two cases of the pronoun. If is traditionally known as

the direct case , and as the oblique case . (These names don't

seem to mean anything; 'Form 1' and 'Form 2' would do as well, but

would be harder to remember.) Some of the pronouns have different

forms for the two cases, others use the same form.
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The oblique case is used with postpositions, and in other

special situations.

Direct Obi ique Examples

I than I on me
from me

this, she than him in it

he , it than her in this

these
,
they than he in him

he , she than they among these

he, she, it > than she on it

that from him

they, he, she than he among
those than they them

you than you among you
from you

we from us among us

than we

I than I in me

my

his her
its this
one ' s

his,

her,

their

his, her
its

his, her,

their

your

our

my

These are only some of the possible meanings.
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^ % 5PTR W fTTT | ?

% *ftT ^PTW | ?

sft*R> ff^Tr ^ shtr f i

st^rrr S<RT ft^ft ^ t I

3"q*T spR 3F>PT^ | ?

«TR 5TR ?fk | I
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TP5

prifr #t ^ ^ i

fo^T ^5% j ?

TT^r |, ^"t % Sift cfY^T 5T¥%JTf |

#tet ?rftar 1

1

m# *sft *r^r T^jft I ?

«ft ff, % STFft^T | Sfk g^T% eft ^=5%
I' i



5TFPT

Plurals

:

The other kind of masculine noun ends with?TTin the singular

and ^ in the plural (like the adjectives.)

^TRT *^TT
our child

SrHl^, our children

Many feminine nouns end with ^ in the singular and in

the plural.

^ kit their daughter (his, her)

their daughters (his, her)

The his/her distinction appears in the translation, not in the

Hindi. The gender of the noun controls the endings; the sex of

the owner has nothing to do with it.

A respected person is referred to by the plural pronouns If

and %^
t
^ and You must be consistent in this.

^ facTT ^ft — 'TTT My father. . . his name. .

.

^Tffl — ^T^T^Pt My mother-in-law... her house

Equality ;

The boys are of the same age.

The girls are of the same age,
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The oblique singular forms of nouns and adjectives

Nouns and adjectives also have two cases, but the direct and

oblique forms are alike in many instances (which has allowed us to

avoid the matter so far.) All feminine nouns, and the adjectives

used with them, have the same form in the oblique as in the direct

case.

^ft ^TV % (no change)

Masculine nouns of Type A (see pageS^) do not change.

3|[ STfTT ^TfT (no change)

Only Type B Masculine nouns have a special oblique form.

^Tf^T ?Tf% 3iT of the boy

3>*T7T ^FT^: 3f in the room

?Tf5TT fT^r TK °n the map

For this kind of noun, the oblique singular form is like the

direct plural. The same is true of the adjectives.

fTRT SFRTT spTTT *FT^ ^ in our room

ift ^f" #3 % from my older son

Marked (changeable) adjectives used with masculine nouns have

this oblique case form with the {T ending whether the noun itself

is of Type A or Type B.

5Tt>T ffl" ?3t£ STf^ *f in this small city

^ fe^T ^ fkft during that long day
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The oblique plural forms

In the oblique plural, all marked adjectives have the same form

as in the oblique singular. This means <| endings for the feminine,

IT for the masculine. All nouns have an oblique plural ending with

Iff:

?TTq% 5t TT3TT ^TR% TRT?ff ^

A postposition is attached to a phrase which may consist of

one word or several. All the words of this phrase go into the

oblique case.

% <jftr ^TCT ^"T^ *t f> I

Those people are in that room.

The phrase % ^ftir is not involved with the postposition, and

remains in the direct case.

Classroom expressions : (X) ^ ^fe^t Please ask (X)

g*E% I Ask me

I
Ask him. Ask her. Ask them.

Ask him, Ask her. (a child or servant)

3^ *frf¥ % ^fe^t I Ask them. Ask those people.

3^ faSTTf^PTf ^ "jt^ I
Ask the other students.

STT^ ^cff % Tfe^" I Ask your friends.

With imperatives (^It forms) your is expressed by 5Sr<T?rT.
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SJTqepT is not permitted in imperative sentences.

WF\\ «ft^t % *T I
Don't ask your wife.

When a postposition is added to a phrase, the entire phrase

goes into the oblique case.

fpTTTT f^TTT ^^TT our second child

^T^: ^VR the name of . .

.

List your family on a chart:

Exchange charts and quiz each other:

ST^T ^ft ^TTT TOT | ? ^ I •

^ ^rr^t ^rer | ? 3"?t% fa?r% ^% i ?

Some of these questions may strike you as a little too personal,

but this is an attitude you will have to get over. On the other hand,

matters which are perfectly matter-of-fact to us may be sensitive to

members of another culture. An orthodox Hindu woman for instance,

will not use her husband's name. If a problem like this arises, don't

make an issue of it; just drop the subject. You can get the informa-

tion you need for the chart—the names of the various relatives

—

without using any English.

CI iches

^ ^TT^T *f in my opinion

5TT<T% fa^TC % in your °P inion
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?TT3 ^ fTR" ^ftT Ff<T | I

m% ?TTS ST3T *t f I

t sTf ?tt3 ^ ?fk ?tt «r" Tf^ft i i

^rt wztft | ?

wt *rr<r% ^% to | i

sft ft, ffar s%t srr?r | i



Daily routine :

trap

At what time do you get up?

I arrive at school at nine o'clock

We come back at one o'clock.

at one o'clock

at two-thirty

These phrases are in the oblique singular form. Oblique expressions

like these are often called adverbs or adverbial phrases . Other

time adverbs are:

The half-hours are expressed this way:

^tts rffa sr^r

in the morning

daily

on Sunday

in the evening

at night

in the afternoon

on the weekend

at 1:30

at 2:30

at 3:30

at 10:30

From 3:30 on, ^TT5 is used.

For the time being, avoid the question, "What time is it?"

Build up a monolog on your daily routine.
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T*ff Tft^-q- T(rq- % ^ ^trTT | I

Tiff *t w lr w ?w |

TFT % <R> I



^ % cT^ ^tcTT | ? From when to when is it?

ipff heat ipff ^77 Tft^TT the hot weather

snfr cold *ftePT winter

sTrft^V rain «K*Hd 1 rainy weather

it begins

WW ^TT | I ^ ends

5P?and are nouns.

it begins

j^Tf ^ it ends

There is no verb begin ; this is expressed by the noun-verb combina-

tion ^Pf ||faT. In the same way |ffaT *- s translated by the

English verb end . Find out about the weather where you are going.

Give the months their correct Hindi pronunciations.

Choose a class motto. The following are suggested.

Snrsft ^t<?HT *RT ^ I It is forbidden to speak English.

f^'^t SIWR | I It's easy to speak Hindi,

ffprfl
" ^ft^TT 3T^t | |

It is necessary to learn Hindi.

^TTT ^ft^T Tiff | I
It's not all that difficult.

Since is expressed by the postposition .

^Rf^ % since Sunday

spsj- ^J-
? since when?

With since
,
English often requires the complicated have been verb

forms. Hindi is simpler.

*fi«T ^T^T ^ ? How long have you been here?

Tffffi % T^T £ I
I've been here two months.

V<

1
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Useful Expressions ;

Do you know?

Does anybody know?

I remember.

We remember.

They all remember.

What do they call this?

What?

This big building?

They call it the Secretariat.

What do the children call you?

They call me uncle.

Who is it?

Somebody's there.

Does somebody know?

Ask somebody.
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(X) WT> TMT | I It is known to (X).

(X) ^rt t I It is remembered by (X).

In normal English: (X) knows; (X) remembers.

What do they call this (X)? They call it (Y).

who and SftfT what have the same forms in the oblique: singular

f^f ,
plural fsftJT. ^Tf^ has the oblique f^ft. (There is another efttf

(same spelling and pronunciation) which is used with numbers in the

meaning approximately . ) Some of the pronouns have short forms with

*t :

Another oblique case phrase pattern is about (X) - (X) % 37^ if

3^ % 3^T^ I Tell us a little about it.

WFt TpWK % Mdl^' I
Tel1 us about your family.

?PT^ ^TT % *f ^H[|^A|
I

Tell us about your work.

*t I
Talk about yourself.

3^1% I
Ask about that, (him)

f+^^i *f ? About what? About whom?

can be used for such as or for example :

JJUfi *PfaT 3f3" I ^ fi-RTTT, ^TT, STfpTTf ?TTfe I

^ft'ff f^ ?rn;<fto ^rt w^j <tot | $ft, fa^re, ^n^t sirfe i

<ffr ^ =*Nr fw^ft | ^% ^r, to, ?nfc 1
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*rm?t ^rftnrsr ^rr% *f fa>^r fw | ?

5^ fwz sfftr farc wti 1

1

*fnft ^ft >ftf % ^rt ^ % ^trt w\m

srcr *r feRT fanprr wmr I ?



f^RRT *PTT ^FRTT ^ ? H°w much time does it take?

^"Ifis the grammatical subject; since it is a masculine singular

noun, the verb has the ?TT ending.

fN>5T% ^ ^RTcf |[ ? How many hours does it take?

fip^ft %T ^HTcft | ? How lon§ does i-t take?

sf^T is also masculine; ^ (which means something like delay )

is feminine. Obviously, no word-for-word translation is possible in

sentences like these. Just learn them and use them as they stand.

^TT% *T STf t ' 2 1/2 hours are used up in

eating.

?CTT<T STT^" 1%^% f^T f>
? How many days does it take to

go to India?

f^RFTT Pt><NT ^FRTT | ? What's the fare?

The infinitive of the verb ( 3TFTT , ^T*TTetc.) can be used as a

noun (masculine singular). It has an oblique form (singular only)

as in the examples above.

^ for ^Pffir | 1
Tt takes me a day-

5pt <ft ^f^" ?Hlc) |[ I

It takes us two weeks.

>d^+t ^RT ^mTTT I I
It takes him a long time.

The person involved is mentioned with a Spt expression.

The postposition is used for by_ means of .

^rrft % by train

t^FTT^t % by oxcart
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Pronouns: second person

There are two more pronouns, which we will mention here for

the sake of completeness. Both are translated you .

Direct Obi ique Possessive adjective

<JTT is used in speaking to inferiors or long-time friends;

don't try it yet. ^ is so intimate you will never use it, but

you will hear it.

^ is singular: ^ T^TT | ? ^ T^ft | ?

is grammatically plural, and has the special auxiliary

Verb Forms

There are five imperatives; they express degrees of courtesy

and deference.

SH" (
<J

) intimate

?TT?ft C^T) familiar

STFTT (^TT-^) ordinary

polite

5qT^TT deferential
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The Hindi verb consists of a root to which various endings are

added: TT for the infinitive 'ft, ?TT, S^THI for the imperatives.

There are five verbs which use a different root with^":

The present tense requires an auxiliary ( j| ^ t[ ) with a participle

consisting of a verb root (such as 5fT) plus an ending (cTT ^ ^ft). See

p.Y^. If JJ^f is used, the auxiliary is usually omitted.

The train doesn't go.

There is one more possibility.

irffqi ^nff ^TRTf I The trains don't go.

In the feminine forms of verbs, the distinction between singular and

plural is marked only by nasalization in the plural forms. This

nasalization occurs only once, in the last word of the verb phrase.

Therefore <ff occurs only when the auxiliary is omitted.

Quantities: ^T3T l/k more than; *TT<? 1/2 more than; 1/4 less than

*rer «nw

sit *rfft

¥5 §T

8,25,000 rupees

3, 750 miles

15 1/2 kilograms

2 1/2 months

1 1/2 ser
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inr wt*r ^rr^r tsttct ^trt j i

f ar^t # t^"^ «tt^ ^?rt ^r^ft i i

?TR^ ^fccT ^FR" *FRT =^T^ | ?

mq" <tr ^rr^TT =^t# | ?

^ 5TR ^TPrar 3TPTT =3T^T | |

Wft w¥ ^RT =^T^ I ?

t % srfe **th ^rt ^T^cft fr i

<TR M^f ^"ft^TT =^T^ I I

itfr 5Rf ^Tff^f ^ *T E(W =^cfr %foR

ftn# *r
v
srf ^?tt =5rr^ft | i

% ffpst <T^T 5ft*RT tffrsRT ^tff | I

% f^fRTRt ^RT 5RRT *frsRT ^ ^TRjff I
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xjlgrfi means want .

^ ^ft^fl" ^TfcTT f I He wants a job.

xTTfpTT is often used with infinitives.

3T^t <T?pT;iTT ^If^ft f I
She wants to wear a sari.

3"*T% *T ^T'RT ^T^TT
fj

I I want to tell about that.

Infinitives are used before a few other verbs.

^TT % ^Tl^TT ^5fRTft f[ ? Does she know how to drive?

^TF 5TPT f^P^JTr ^ffa"^ f ? Are y°u learning to write?

A repeated interrogative asks for an itemized list.

Jfffa Ufa ?TRT ^T^T | ? Who-all want to come?

^TT ^TT ^^TT ^TfTcTT ^ ? What -all does he want to see?

^THT ^T^rfV f ? Where do you want to go?

After is expressed by adverbial (oblique) phrases with :

afterwards

«TK after that

3"^% ^Trf immediately after that

^3^% f^T two day s after that

^]XcT Tff^ % after arriving in India

^ij^ means why? The answer may use efjfffV because .
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fasSr JT^% Tft «fr I

STFT ^ftT ^TT % ?

fa^T ^TITT ^fa" «ff ?

5TTT ^fT
r4 I

<mff *t^t ^Tff «rr ?

^^tt far «rr ?

^fr frff, *pft ?rfr srr i fsr Sri i

t ^n: tt «rr i

w 5ETFT^t trre ^ ^Ih-hi for «tt ?

<TT*fi ifatf <rr<Nr «ft ?

sffc ^^RTT far *JT ?



New verb forms: was g"f
-

gft;
were isf

-
sff

vfQ ff efi»f qy, When I was there,

^R ?TnT ^Kd *r
When you were in India,

5R means at the time when ; it is not a question word like^T^-

.

Time adverb ials

fas5^T ^n?T last year (the year before this)

fTsJ% Tifffi last month

fT^" ^F^" last week

pT^^ft ^TT last time (the most recent occasion)

These phrases are in the oblique case; those with masculine

nouns (the first three) have tT endings.

Also: T$|$r formerly, at first

% Tf^T before that

cff^ at that time

f^=f on that day

flT?T in what year?

In many cases where English uses a simple verb, Hindi uses a

noun plus a verb. ^TrTT *- s use<l i° wany such combinations.

W W ^FT^ | ? *™ W°rk
'

j°b

^ tffgft ,

beginning

^rrrnr #W i
wtcpt rest
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The possessive adjective HT always refers to the subject of

the sentence. If the subject is fj" , means my . i^f cannot be

used in a sentence which has as its subject.

t ^TST W*3T f
I do my own work.

If ^pfT i-s the subject, ?fcpff means your
, ^MlH't'l is forbidden.

"RT ^TFT WT*f *f *T ? Were you in your own room?

With third-person subjects, there is an important distinction:

*fyffX *jf sft I
She was in her own room.

3"^% $f sft I

She was in somebody else's
room.

^HM'I I can also be used with another possessive adjective for

special emphasis:

3l[ ^tV $Fpft Tr^t t i
This is my own car -

^fIpT7 is used in another sense.

SOWl" ^TT ^FRTT | ? How does lt strike you?

^TTf^Tt 3Tg<T TfT'ft ^Rcft | I
Her saris look very expensive.

^TT I T^ft *TRT ^ =^T^cff I

It seems that my wife doesn't want to come.

Was born is expressed by <T5T ^HT , with the same four

endings as

*m *r foT prr i *r? *nf srrc *t foT |^ i

i*ft fe^ft 3 for fl i ^r srsr «R *r for §f
'

i
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irc | i
^fR mzt f i

Sre ^rrf, P»h+) ^rt cfter sn?r f , | i

My brother, who is thirty years old, lives there.

Ffr^r ^Tcft | i sttt *rrgr *n*r | i

itfr kit, f^WFt SRT |, STRft t I

My daughter, who is seven, goes to school.

By replacing or \dtT with f^RT a whole clause can be plugged

into another sentence. Similarly, f^f replaces S£?f or^f.

My brother, who used to live here, is twenty.

5ft can replace Iff, 3", or % .

"Sft is called the relative pronoun.

direct (singular and plural)

f^RT" oblique singular

f^PT oblique plural

with an infinitive in the oblique case means about to happen .

yj^,^ q-pt ^t^c ^ |
Here comes the ambassador!

irr^V 3?!% 3T?ft *ft *ft I
The train was just about to start.

^TT 3*1% 31% f I
It's almost four.
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t Tfrft *tt I

1TW T^T * ?

tot *tpt ^TT^ft sf^rat «rr' ?

*R srrr zrfT ^, <r stft% ^t^r m% ^ i

5HT ^T ^TTTcT 3 «T, eft #Tt %£t 37Ttft f^t ^Rft sft I

5TT^?T % T^t | ^TfT T^T t T^TT ?TT I

^Tff ^TFT *T*fTR t, t^T FF<5r ^TT TT I

pT3% 5TTT ^T*T % ?

TFT ^WR # «r eft TOT f^T 5ft*RT % ?

T^T STTT if ?

stft ^nr ^ ?

ftnTTcr^ *r ^<rr «rr i

S*T% <T^# t 5n£# t TfRTT *TT I

T^f # *TfT ?

5TN% <fTS3" T^t |, ^ T^TT «TT I



When I lived there, I used to speak Punjabi.

Formerly we lived in Bombay, but nowadays we live here,

'used to go'

This tense does not mean

went ; it cannot be used

for an event which happened

only once.

mJ^I is not a question-word.

SffT STTT T^cT |, *ffc ^fa T^TT | ?

Where you live, who else live there?

# t^tt fr , ?nq" ^ i

I live there, where you used to live.

Come with me.

She lives with us.

Who do you come with?

g*pqp is a masculine noun, meaning something like company

used mostly in adverbial phrases without postpositions.

It is

singular

plural
!

in my company—with me

in one group—together

with whom?

oblique forms of

1

sfrfa
who?

jspjfj what?
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*R|tn:

f*T <T>ff ^ q-q-^ *R tfPTR ftp5RTT «TT I

^ ^ftrff ?PR *R =#jf JT^T ?Tff fa*R> «flf I

*RF5T TT *R ffH *?TRT ^fff fa^cTT «ff I

wt q^?r ^fr ^rfw:^ $ r^wiit ftn?Rt «ff ?

*rm i^r *tt<t% m^t ^ f^nr #?r frr^rar «tt ?

srrc^ T^r *rrq%^ *r srt =^Nr fa^Rt «flf ?

?R?R *R OffFT # ^Hf fifRcft sfr I

f^l^TTjft ^rt 5^r1 <tc fa^RT «rr i

fs^dRt ^R $ WRT ^R> *fTC 3ffqr?ft WR1 "ft fa?Rr «TT I

?r qirq- srf^ *trt sttw wt ^tt

fi^RT^T ?
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fcl^YfT
can be translated various ways:

STFSnfW QWTK *f =5TTC^r^ fa^RTT I
Y°u can't get rice in the
bazar now.

Rice is not available in the market these days.

^Fft tfrf^TT fa^ft «ff I
0ne used to be able t0
get saris.

Silk saris used to be available there.

If a person is mentioned, is used:

5J$T 3% *S€\ f*m€t vft I
We used to get a break at 2.

r. _v ^ • I used to get my salary on
^prf^TT^t^: WTT^f^T'qr i Thursdays .

^ *mt to ?fff f**ft i

H
f;

can,t
.

find his socks in
° the morning,

fcfi^-ll is a feminine noun, kind .

ft ft** % TO *fr | I

All kind of fruit are also
^ v available.

?T^r?t^>t f^T^J, and q"[^" are all used for near in oblique phrases.

There was an unpaved road near our office.

There is a theater near their house.

^ *rfa % to srftfw ^t^t *tt i

There was a dense woods near the village.

Near my house there is a shop where you can get good candy.
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?ti<t% wr-fwT sf> >ft w *rr?r >TTT^r ^Rr ^Tf^ i

faff ift tfr^ i

% cfl^T for =3Tf|^ I
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^rf^" i-s a unique verb form. It is not related to^TspH"

all appearances notwithstanding. Its subject (if expressed) is

marked by

With a noun, means need

:

qTq-^t *ftt ^Tff^r ? What do y°u need?

Jpfi ^FT ^lP^ I I need a job.

x||f^4| may also be used with an infinitive, meaning should or

ought to .

^RT ^Tf^ I
We should go.

If the direct object of the verb is mentioned in the direct

case, the infinitive agrees with it:

SPHPt ffT^ *H<a«fl ^rff^ I
We ought to learn Hindi.

?nwt ^ ^% ^nf^r i

You should buy new shoes -

But many people do not make this agreement:

Some people use a plural ^ 1 1^5 *l .

ft^TR ^<U-0 ^Tf^ I They ought to buy books.

SJtpTT still refers to the subject.
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^tt srrreft ?rnr^^ ^tht ^Tf^r *rr ?

^f^?t <T^ sfffaTCTT ^TR" *fTRT ^TTf^ «TT ?

^R f?RrfW «Ft T^T f^t <T??ft TTf^ «ft TT^ ?

irrt tft 3" sr^ff sr^s $r Spjrt frft^ «rr i

vRcx *n^r spt tpt % tmT fs for ?fk ^tr!

*r*T t^t f^ft tffajft =^rf^ «ft sfk faT s<jf i

<tr ^ft qrc ^trt ^Tf^ «rr i

<r^r ^ *R^r stri ^rvfp- ?fft farr jbrt i

% Tjjf^T % 5R | I SRRR I

tfT^r *ft TR *T ^t' $® f<R «fk ^R>

JlTft *R?K *T *TRT fS sfa STTTnT ^?TT ^rf^ «TT I



The addition of 5E|"f gives a past meaning to^yf^T.

?TRT ^"rf^ ^TF I
(Somebody) should have come.

*Ftf3T3r Ttft ^rf^ «ft I ... should have tried

Tg* ^T%q" *ft I I needed a job.

In Hindi the verb agrees with its subject, if the subject is

in the direct case.

^ ^faf ffp^t ^ I
*fy friend used to speak Hindi.

subject verb
mas . pi . (object) mas, pi .

If, however, the subject is in the oblique case, the verb

cannot agree with it. It may then agree with a direct case noun,

if one is present.

^^Ft fWR ^TflpT «ftf I
I needed the books.

subject object verb
oblique fem.pl, fem.pl.

If no direct case noun is available, the verb reverts to its

'neutral' form, masculine singular.

verb
mas.sg .

subject
oblique

What did you want?

Indefinite expressions

something or other

somebody or other

somet ime or other
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^M^l 5TFT% *FIT ft TfT | ?

^TT ^TR^T Mt *r <rert ft Tft | ?

5f5% W 3TT T| | ?

WT ?T?^f $ ^TT«T ^Tffa*Tt T?t 5TT Tft | ?

^TTft |PRT ^ ^N+^t W ft TfT | ?

^ WfT ^ft ^ft TT^ft^f ^FTT^r ^fftjT T| I I

f^ ^1%^ it f^TT«ff ff<TT?T T| | I

% #ff *IfT ff*ft ^RT tfM" *TT Tft | 1

*R *ftT f^ ^ f^ t| | I

f zrfT =^r % ^nr TfT f i

% ^ff *r?fw ^t *rft% % w <??<n; *t ^tt Tft 1

1

f*T WtT <TT^ for % W ^ WT if Tf T| | I

m^T^T ?TFT% *t WT ft TfT | ?

STfrT^ ft Tft | I

^ cTT^ Jr qf^r % 3fcr srta ^t^t fer ft TfT | i

^Tft f^wft^H^t *T ffcTTW ft Tft I I

^ fT f^iT ^t TOqft ft Tft I I

STTfT % ^ft % f^ WtT ^ft Tf^ 3TT T| I I

m srrr sr^rr^ fa mq- *rfr ^ % ¥R t| | ?



The ' ing' tense is formed by adding I 7^ to the verb root,

ff 3TT T^T |T I
I,m Soing' (man speaking)

WWTtt I

Th*y
' re

f
11 con

\
ing

-

,v (masculine subject)

Tiffr | I The bus is arriving.

7^ may be used, usually before the root. In this case, the

auxiliary may be omitted. In the feminine plural, then, the nasa-

lization moves forward from the omitted onto the Tjjft :

TffW ^ Tf^ T^f I

The trains aren't arriving.

Remember ^T^" % since when? and ^7 until now .

T^T <^ Tift f ? How long have you been living
here?

^ ^ Tift | ? Is she still sleeping?

Destination is expressed in the oblique case, usually without

postpositions.



tot % ^tt^t wit ^tk<t ir t| ^ ?

fr^^r srw if tot ^ t^t m ?

31pT ^ftT^ ^ff ^^ +ir*Ji| T| % I

g«r wtr =3wq" *r ^ % i

^ff % ^TR- «T ?

tpr wt ?tptt ^n"T ^tttrV «rr ^rf^r

tot *tt<t% *r sffr: ?rrT% q^fY ^ff if vft



5TTT ^Tr ^ ? What were you doing?

^ ^TT TfT ^"T I
I was working.

STFT Wt Tift «ff ? Where were you going?

It If^T 5TT T^-

sft I

I was coming here.

The postposition is used in many ways. In most cases, it

shows how a noun, pronoun, or phrase is related to the verb.

Some verbs may have an indirect object. The indirect object

is always marked by

Please pass me the salt.

fPT^t f^T^% I Please show us the way.

^T^t^ 3rTT3T fa... 1 don,t tel1 him that...

The short forms ^ffi, ^",^3^ etc. are equally appropriate; see

Page ^v,

ft^T f%gY ^ T^T | i

Vm sen<Jing a letter to my

Adverbial phrases :

for me

for us

for your sake

%^ % fa% for them, for him, for her

for him, for her (Tip

for whom? ( ^T)

This is also used with nouns, particularly verb infinitives:

*STHT % fWt | Let's go to eat.

Before JJJ, vSfj , and a few other verbs
, % f^if may be omitted,

but the infinitive remains in the oblique case.



3ft T^T Tf*t ?

*ftr fm ?
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The future tense forms have the familiar %fj XT «| endings for

masculine singular, masculine plural, and feminine subjects. They

also change in the middle:

3; with the subject

tT with all other singular subjects

TT with all other plural subjects

Po^cM! write and cry?fT find are typical.

Three verbs have "contraction":

give ^Irll take sfPTT, be

C\

'Regular' forms of ^t?TT are also used:

^tfT with an infinitive in the oblique form means give permission

or allow .

^tf^T^" I
Please let me come.

% STTT^t «fl«3f'} ^?TT |T I
1 give y°u permission to speak.

^ ^ f??P3^ I
They wil1 let us write.

cj-c-rfl ^ft ^T^f v5fT^" ^ % I
We used to let them go to school

.
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*rar ffK wq-fcr ^ft mzr fa^r-q-prr <r srr^ ?

*tr ^ ^TR't ?

3^ ^ff ^ ^tft ^TRift- ?

STPT^ TFT ^ 3RTT 3RTf ^jf^T ^FTT ?

# q^f dfa f^^T cT^ Tfit I

f^ &ff *T % <Tf ^NR-tffcPTf ^ 3R ^ *TRRfta ^ I

^TT ^TR WTfcf tff ^TM f^T R STT^ ?

% ^fwr ^r^ t^ff ^tt fort" ^ snrn^r ^ i

*TPT <Tc^t 5TR #ff %feq-f vfT ^TT^TR I

^TTT^Y ^M^'Tt *pi"R t^T ^ =TR "R ^ STFT'TT ?
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^ srrcrs ^ ^ttt *r *nmft

fas <T^K

Time expressions ;

!5R OrFT | ?
What time is it: now?

'ft^t ?ft SRT | I

111 s quarter to nine.

| 1
I1:

'

s quarter after ten.

?ft ^5T% $f ^ fT5T7r t I
It,s ten minutes to nine.

«M+ < Tfa f*TTC 1^ | I It's five after ten.

^cTT f*lT I a week ago

5t f^T |^ I

two days ago

qr^T f
1^ I

five years ago

*t*tt f?rr i

some time as°

SffcT || I

quite a while ago



W5 3p*ffa

^TT 5TFT qtq qrq qT qR <ftq 5TT q^rq | ?

fspTTC q % qsfaRT q^T faqq q% cRT qfq q^Tq> | ?

te% qrq qTT <5Tf %qq qqr VTRT qtq ^cTT «TT I

qfq qrq q^q ipt ^fWf sr^r qrc q?qr qTqiq

fqq qq^rr srr i

5TRq % qq q>T ^q 'TtST if #5 qq:*t I

| fa? 3STF5T qq qtq ^FFTT ^qq qqT<q |

STTCTT | fa? qiq^ft qq^fq ^rRV q qq fTScfcTC ?TT q^q I

^JcT t qiq% «TT Tff 5TT qw I

qwq qr|qr eft qrqqq qq> ^ft ^q qfft q q^r q%qr i

qq?q> I

% qf[T ^TPT qiq 3% q^F q|hr ^T^cft f , ?rfaq

gq} ^rttt | far q tr% *r q>q qrc q£ qrcrq q^c^TT qr^qt 1

1

qf[ q^'f %tTT fa? q TT^q q ^q qRTq ^Tft |

q^t % qiq % w& qq feq^rcf q qiq q^q> i

^qr % qqq qrq qqqr fqr qt qrqqt ?



3"R#

SR^TT | I
I can go

tl^ClT ^TT 1 used to be able to go

fl^rqT I I will be able to go

^7 can be added after any verb root, with the usual endings.

It cannot be used as a main verb, but must be preceded by a root.

Thus in Hindi you can't say simply I can't .

^TT fTT STFST SPFt ?

sft ^fr, ?tr Tff i

Dates : these expressions are used:

*rr# q^ft sifter spt
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t ^"?r% ^ptt ^nff fa^r i

RT^fT ^TTT^ 5T*% fT^TT^ ^ 3fT I

*nr; srp
-

sn^ffa I fe^ft ^tTTrft ^ ^ w£\ i

^TT ^TT *PRT ^TR" ^Tf ^ ?

*ft^ i crofter I t ^tt ?rfr i



If 3ff ^fef7T |
I was able to go (man speaking) mas. sing.

If ST^t I
1 was a °l e to 2° (woman speaking) fern. sing.

STTT 3fT ?T% |
y°u were able to go (to a man) mas. pi.

sqrq" 3fT ^ftff | you were able to go (to a woman) fem. pi.

This kind of past tense uses the root of the main verb, plus

plus one of the four gender-number endings:

?TT m.s. ^ f.s.

^ m.p. ^' f.p.

In the 'future' tense forms, the informal second person plural

pronoun requires ?ft in the middle.

you will hear (to a woman)

you will be able to see

Two verbs have slightly unusual forms for^T:

ttt [*TT] sftft [^TT]

*T - *T means neither - nor.
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^TT #t?T «Tf #<TT?T *RT I

"STR T^ff ftRHT^ I* I

*T*T ^Tft *fr ^ f*FRT^ ^ | I

tt^ 3r ^i *r wfi *pt% star % zr^r ^ *r 3^ 1

^FT^fT *r % ?tr >ft ^ift *TPT *TRT *sTR ?TT% I

5TTT Wtl 1% ^ ?

*T%^ ?R ?TR fTTf ?R# *R ^ I

*ttt star ?Tf iw nr 1

fR ?TR f*R1T l^f ^ I

fa* % tft ^Tft *TR ^fft Iff ^RT *iTR ?TR I



Most of the past tenses use the 'perfect participle' which

consists of the root of the verb plus one of the four gender-number

endings W, XT, f,f.

q"£^T I
1 (man) arrived ff i I (woman) arrived

?rfq- I you (man) arrived M IH T^^f I you (woman) arrived

^fefT may come between the main verb root and the ending.

wr *rn *ff wr ?

If the root ends with jSTT or
, q is added before the ^Tending.

?rnTT came ^qj- slept

The other endings may be spelled with or without T ; it is not

pronounced.

5TRt or W[JT ^TT^ft or qT^

fffaT and 'Sf'f'TT have different roots for the perfect participle.

^5RT ^ |[f happened

TRr Ttf if t!" (i^ TTft) went

The perfect participle may be followed by an auxiliary verb.

*T T^IT fj I
1 have Sone

she has arrived

The present auxiliary shows that the action occurred in the very

recent past or has some reference to the present. With the past

auxiliary, the action is definitely in the past, not closely

connected with the present.

^q" If^" 2J" |
we went, we had gone (before...)
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tR?RT

shrt

Only a certain number of verbs form their past tenses this way.

For the time being, practice with verbs from this list, or others of

the same kind that your teachers give you.
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On page ^c; the verb f^lHHT was presented with meanings like

get
,
receive , find ; (Person) ^ft (Thing) fr^f^'T ^ |

The person gets the thing.

In a different construction, fV^rjT is used for meet ;

(Person A) (Person B) ^ fTf^RTT | I

Person A meets Person B.

* ^rr wfi 3ft % *t fa^r i i

1 a
J
wa

j
8 meet Mr

-
sharma

v ** on Sunday.

3*TT 5ft Tt^T % ft^Rft «ft I
Usha used to visit the
doctor every day.

^ft 5TT^5t, 5ft ^TT 5TT7 fatft *t ? W^ 11 y°u §° there, will
you meet somebody?

In English we use see in this sense (I'll see you); ^^T?TT

is never used this way.

sqTq usually means you , but it is occasionally used as an

extra-polite way of referring to a third person:

3TFT ^ T| % ft> He was saying...

Newspapers often refer to the Prime Minister or the President

this way. It is also used in introductions, where extra courtesy

is appropriate:

% fafrpt, fFT | Mt ^Prf I I'd like you to meet
Mr. Verma.

fafcPt is also used.
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srrsr 5ttt ^"t 5^ ^rrftrn^r ^to ^fto stht | i

w:^ *rpft fa^re sr^r qf?ft | I

srrc *r*nr twt <tt fafg*rf iwft { i

?rf«RKiT ^fr^ff spt ?r%^ grf stis «nr ^rtt ^rprr fftaT 1

1

wrr. ?rrr^t ^ ^r>ff % fwrr | eft ^tt^ i

=r'ff^TITH''T ^TT?TT | I

tf^fatfT 5ft St cft^T faf§*TT f^jft I I

tft ^ ST*f>ct | far ^t T sfttfPT | I
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This structure is like the ^Tf^t construct ion.

The subject is marked by ^ . The verb agrees with the direct

object, if it is in the direct case.

fSf *uP<Ft wzfcft 1 1

We must buy saris -

subject object verb
oblique fenysg. fem.^ sg .

If the direct object is marked with W\ , or if no object is

present, the verb reverts to its masculine singular form.

More noun-plus- e^'^f constructions.

to wait for X (X) ^ ^f^j^ ^TTT

^TrT^T ^cRTR WK T^T «TT I I was waiting for you.

im" ff%5TR Wtfaft I
Please wait for me.

to help X (X) Hpt^^SfT^TT

^WPt «F¥TT I
I' 11 hel P him/her.

to try to do X (X) eft ^ftf^RT ^TTT

Tf^^ ^tfw ^Ftfspfr I
Please try to arrive on time.
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q>fa ^"Rr *rr %fq^r % *rr ?r?fr g% i

m^r *RNta frtft tit i

|WT q?t sp^ ^faTT *TT qX *T spff ^ff ifSIT I

wt m^t ?Tffircf q^r "Ucr^^ T^ff ?

f^r^ % ?rff q^r^ ^ tfr ip; irraTT^ i

t qcn qft q^tferer qn: ^ f \

^ f f^ iRff qx *rqrqr i

q^TT srrqq^ ^y^i q?t ?n^r ^ft^ | ?



The infinitive plus EfT, describes an event which ought to have

taken place, which was planned or intended or required.

i\\r]{ 2JJ I

was supposed to come.
O

z$ Mbri ^^nft *ff i

We were to have sent the
^ ° letters.

SrrT% fa I 1 was supposed to meet you.

^tjj-^- zftft if |
Elections were to have taken

0 place.

Between the root of the main verb and the ending another root

may be added to clarify some aspect of the meaning.

^Pff and ^?|7 are very frequently used in this way. ^7f7

suggests that the actor does it f*?pt while ^?f[ indicates

he does it fer^ft sffa % f^T

^flfa^ I Listen. (You might learn
something.

)

"ft ^ftf^" I
Drink it. (It's good for
you. )

3»T ^tf^t I

Please do it for me.

^ Read this. (You need the
^TTRq' I information.)

r . Please read this (and tell
<T3 TlwT I me what it means . )

These 'clarifiers' are not normally used in the negative.
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^TT *t f15 ^ frpt TR? TT^ ?

5TTT eft f^T *pTT^ W< STT^" I

smr STFP^t Wf ft eft ftRTT ^f^* I

WC 5TTT Tf^TT =Tff eft Tf | |

WTC TFT ^MeT t' eft t 5TTT# f^eTR % *f ?

*pk *rr ^ *tr eft *t<t% ^% *t ^Wrr $r * ?

^tft ^ eft ^ wr ^ t

'

wnr ^rnr ^t sr* t|| ?

f^ ?rft i eft *rrc% tfFT ^ ?

*rt ft, ^frrc srrsr fa^r ^t ^ i sn^rt ^ vft £r ^ ?

^TFT I SftX ^TTT fTT ?T *TR eft ®t% ^% ^t fefar

ft ft, ^tW i j-rnre 3% ?nw f^fkr ^|er *rrc i

^% ^t f*5 ^% ^ ^ ?

T*T * f eft ?T^T ft*TT I ^^ff % ST^ft ^Ft *TReT STTR fteft | I



Another verb form is sometimes called the 'subjunctive' or

'contingent'. It is like the future form, minus the last syllable.

It has a variety of meanings. It is used to ask advice or permis-

sion:

q^j 33 ? Shall I sit here? May I? Should I?

efn; ? Shall we start?

With a different tone of voice, it may be a polite request or

command:

STPT 3T¥T I
You come

; then we'll go.

It is a particularly frequent _if_ clauses, and in clauses with

a maybe character.

WTK STTT ^if eft STT^ I
If vou want to, come along.

WTK ^FT ^^Wt f^Tr 2f I If you say so, I'll call him.

?rt ?r ft rfr f^T ?r ^tW i

If ^ can 't be done
>
don '

r worry-

In this kind of sentence, the future can be used in the second

clause, to indicate greater certainty, but the contingent is more

common. Don't be mislead by the fact that Engl ish requires the

future in the second part of an if-then sentence.

The negat ive is ?f .
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VIZ SRT#7

STTC"^ ?

S^Ft SF^fW 3Ft *RTT ft*Tr ?

wr stft ?fWf % ^ra
1

^nft ?

qrr^^ t^T ?

W*3T eft STfat I

5TFT^t ^t *TffW % 'RT^r t'sTT I

^ TO t^TT «ft %fe TO *TTTO I

?R ^TTT 3RrT^t ?TT7 ^ft" ^ Tp*



A certain number of Hindi verbs make their past tenses as shown

in Cff3 ^ t; JThe rest (the majority) follow a different pattern. The

verb forms themselves are made in the same way: the root plus one

of the four gender-number endings STT, t£ , The subject, however,

is treated quite differently.

In the past tenses, the subject of these verbs is marked by the

special postpos it ion 5^. ^ has no translatable meaning.

fft I
1 said

£FP> i
y°u said

fTW^ I
we said o£ I said

fWt ? who said?

The verb form does not agree with the subject; the postposition

cuts the subject off from the verb. The verb may then remain in its

'neutral' form with the ?TT ending.

The other special subject forms used with are:

Vtjff^r ^ST I (if) He asked

STcrnTT I ( % ) He told

fe>T[f3f ^sTT ? ( Sfito ) Who saw?

) The person who wrote

In the other cases, the oblique forms are used with *(

.

^ *PTT I (IT^) he heard

<TCT I (31?) he read

fasti spt^ftt i c ^ ) he who explained

fa^ft ^ STPXT I ( <$t! ) somebody bought

^ffff ^ ^PTT I every body ate

(continued on p. 108) 106



WT iTT?ft ?Tf3?t snft feTT I ?

3ft ^fttT ^ WRJ %WXT TR>FT ^ET^ft" ^^RTOT | I

?rr3r frr^ «rrq% 3t6t ^ |, tft ^r*t i

3ft 5rTT% snft ^tt| I ^r^f % *rNt f i

*tfft 3T3PT|pr I ?

?TPT% ?fft % ^% | ?

trf^PTT $f t% %3*T VTTCT, ^TFT *fft Tff^FTH" ^% | I

q^j 5^^rt | i ?rr3f^r 'Z'-ffi ?mi fsncr

wtk stft *rr ^ eft ^ftw fftft i
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The auxiliaries ^ and ZfJ may be used with the same verb forms,

The meanings of these combinations are discussed on page 96 and in

more detail on page \ ^ £ .

If the direct object is mentioned, it may be marked by ef^f :

Since the object is in the oblique case in these examples, it

cannot influence the verb either. The verb then remains in the

'neutral', masculine singular form.

But if the direct object is present in the direct case, it

controls the verb.

Four verb have contracted forms.

Infinitive

fw masc . s ing

.

fa* masc. pi.

«t fem . s ing

.

iff <fir
fem. pi.

The masculine plural forms can be written f%TT
;

f^TT , etc.

In noun-plus- ^n^T constructions, ^T^fl" agrees with the noun.

fi% STTWT ^fonrrc f^TT | I I waited for you.

3R^t tft I
I helped him/her.

fa^Ff WtfaSf I
1 tried to see you.
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m<R fa*r% ?tpt <re Sftrr «n ?

?n^ft ^ faw jtt^ srrt «rr ?

?TFT^ *R 5ffff fWRT «TT ?

srrfat *tr | fa *tfr ^nft ftRR' w^t T^t «ff ?

?TFfat mTcT *TR ^ ^TTf fa*R ^ «ft ?

STFfat TTTCT 5TR ^ *FTT^ faSR ^ ?

ir* tt^ «rf ^ frrw ^ 1 s^r^ ^kct %^ ir •^
%m ^ vft «rr fa mr mft far *rk *t*r ft

eft mrcf 3rr^ 1

<TT *TFR *TR, 5TR ?rk 3ft SfTR ^H"m ^ faqi q"T ?

^r *r% "T^r ?m t'^r ^ *h*k £r sr 1 ^"r
37fT fa f*T?T S1RT I I ^^fa 5TR ?PR IT^r

sfk ^ ?TRT STTT <*>l4t>H faw fw f 3t{r

^TT *R 5R^ f<Rr ?fk t «Tf % ^TRcT



A few ^ verbs

3<THH1 Al«MI

«M"RT

Related verbs:

Please seat them here.

He will fell the tree.

means make someone sit down

means make something fall

These verbs are said to be the 'causatives' of sj^jff sit and

frpTTT fall
,
respectively. Here are some more pairs.

eat

feed

rise

raise

fe^RT

R*P?RT

R3H?RT

see

show

emerge

take out

75RT

study

teach

^•q-^T understand

*R?TRT explain

no



srmrt ttttct *t ?ft "T^r wtt t^ctt «tt ?

^tt ^rrr^t sr ^ Trr^t snteft <re *ft ?

WT ^ 3t*TR ^% ST^RTM % ^RF T ?

^T^TT ?Tft Tf^TT «rf^> # WTT 3FT^T g | SR?

t =5tt| ?ft t i *rft smr »raf ^t strt | i

qTT% *T3T*T Tff I ^ «T ^tf *T3TW TT

ssftr t 1 1 5^ ^ftf =^t# qft f^r (tst^t) ^ff

*ft ft, | I 3f t^TTTT tfScT ^ft^R | I

efiTT T^f ^t WTcTT^T % 5TFTT T^T ?

^ft ft, 5R- WK. <R * ft TO1

rft ?TT%T *t S?f

?T?T5TTW *t ^TRT ft T5T I Tfff § IRT



The use of Tf after an infinitive expresses inescapable neces-

sity or the strongest kind of obligation. It is used in all tenses.

It suggests some kind of outside force.

5^ ZF&X % <mr 5TRT TfflT I I
I must go to see the
doctor.

^Wf W^ff Tfcfr «ft I She used to have to take
medicine.

fPT £t% <rHH T^ Tf *f I
We'll have to take our
shots.

3"*PFf ^rSTP: ^FT^T TfT I
(Somebody) had to wait
for him.

«recf f%FT TSffcff % SR^T <T^ |
It was necessary to use

b all kinds of machines.

\jfPTT as a clarifier sometimes suggests that the action is

carried out fully.

4t i

Bottoms up!

t m ^ ,
I ate it all up.

But in a great many cases, it is very difficult to see what con-

tribution this 'clarifier* makes to the meaning.

^T^nTi ? ^id y°u understand?

Tn; Ttf I
She died.

? and Tf"^f | are perfectly acceptable, but it is more common

to include the clarifier. (except with ?f or ?T^t.) A clarifier

adds only shade of meaning, and has little if any relation to its

meaning as a main verb. There is very little suggestion of gjo in

the examples above.



ct^t 55ttt# TrrarT ^ t^t =^#rt i

^SRTT «TT I

O V <j

sm^, *ffs& ^tft <ft% ^ ?

«t^k, t <rt wi | i are ^rr^T <ft sftfsr^ i

t *r%?r jt^t <rtoT i ?r%3r #t 3r jt^t ^rfr srrar i

^TTT Tt^T eft W ^TTT cR» <ft ^ ?

wsrfcr^ Tt % str 5R-% ;ft% sttot 'ft <?ft i

srsr ?rTT ^t^t <ft ^ ?ft STcrc *r *rr^ 1

^TT^TT | 5W tft WTT *p*ft TTT



Adding between the root of the main verb and the ending

refers to the stopping of the action.

j|Tr TTZfi 3% ^"«J)% ^ I
We finish eating at one.

^3ff ^"epT ^1 I've already been there

^rr srnrerr sfpt fft ? Has y°ur work been
completed?

JJ^PF ft ^%TT I
It will be finished
tomorrow.

^ q=p^ % q^$r % qT % I
They had a11 come before

J ° I arrived.

MMT as a main verb means find , obtain , get :

1
I make Rs. 100 a month.

5^ Wt *TT^TT

t^^^^^wi 1 found him in the room

inside.

As a clarif ier, trjTfT has approximately the same meaning as ^feRJfT

but (in the negative) it suggests almost complete inability.

I really wanted to go to New York, but I just didn't get
a chance.

I can never get up before 8, (no matter how hard I try.)

fTT can be used with a verb root to mention the first of two acts:

*tWK go and . . .
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W *T*PT ^TRcT % «ftor ^TT t| ^ft ?

s^fft Jrrr forr ^torr i

% *tt£ «T% f1% I f^ ^ft =f%^ |

^ fffir i ?n^r ?rr^% fa^ ^ % ?r ?

M\i\H ^PTct ^ft Wf^^" 3^ q^t ?Tff Ti% I

ircr t^t frrerr fkm ?

, *rft ^pt*f ^ frn?r fen ^*tt i % ^ft

for ^ ^Frf ^ =3% % wfcr^r ^rr fairer
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An appropriate form of ifflT can be used as an auxiliary verb.

It gives a future meaning or suggests a degree of uncertainty.

He will be sleeping (at this time(tomorrow.

)

He is probably sleeping (but I'm
not sure.)

^fl" I
She probably lives there.

% 3TH% sff't I
He must know.

^TPT^" sffTT I
You must have seen it.

This useage is sometimes called 'presumptive'. More complex examples:

^mrf f^PTT eftTT I
You must have seen.

% £T^T fffflY I
she can probably type,

ij" %TJ ^% ^fif I He must have arrived.

^| TfFTT ^TT I He'll have to stay.

?PT ^TffJTT ^fl^ft ff*ft I We'll have to buy saris.

The short form has the 'contingent' meaning.

?PTT 5TTT^t ^PFT STHT If you really must go...

SHIT 'RFT^T ^rfWH" TfTT fft If your son is going tomorrow.

3T*TC % ^FTT^ If they are eating.

qf^ ^ ^"T^TR ?[t If he has gone to the market.

^TZp? % 3T^TTT ^5fT fff
Maybe he has already gone downtown.

^TPT^ % ?pfV <^ *T ^ Probably they haven't come yet.
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TP5 ^TfWFr

mx stpt ^ m% efr stft^ ^ ^
|

STFT ^t ^TT f^T Tf% 3eTRt eft ^Fr^T ^TT ft

sprc s«r ^rrf% =37^ eft m^r^ tft ^rfrf t

ffeft i

*rfe sr^npr ff^t tfteret eft wr^t sft^TT ^tf^

?TT 3TTeTT I

«Tfe letft ^ Tfeft eft tt^tt *m*t % m *T

^ TfT «TT fa S^TT ^tfTC % *RT ^T^T eft

*Fff tft *T?T| T ^teft, flST *ftT §ST *T T^T, fatft

=*ft¥ ^t ^ft ^ fteft *fft aft gTTFTR STFfa

^TR% ?TT T^t | %^ ?T ^TTcff I

eft 5RT STR^TT TeT^R" | fa J^fo *R eft

*T?T$ ^nfT ?T ^t ?

*ft ft, *TTT TeT^R"^ | I $m vft *nf $m
tt ^TeTT | I qfa % STTfceT^et eft STT3T ^fflTT
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The use of the participle ending with flT ( et , eft •
or eft )

without any auxiliary gives a past and contrary-to-fact meaning.

jfonr w*®t fften eft A' ^rrcrr i

If the weather had been good, I would have gone.

V[ *TT tf^eft eft ^Teft I

If I could have gone, I certainly would have.

For the negative, is usually used:

?TPT *fftcT ^ *3TeT eft eF|¥*eT ft I

If you hadn't eaten meat, you would have become healthy.

Notice the contrast:

SPTC $ ?riT^t^ eft ^^V ?T ^TeH I

I wouldn't have done it that way if I had been in your shoes,

^' *TTT¥t ^TTf fte eft p^ff I

I wouldn't do that if I were you.

( or q7; is 'understood' after ^HT??.

)

There are a few verbs which are sometimes used with^", some-

times without ^ tends to be used when the direct object is stated.

^Ft fjf<?t 5ft<Tt I They spoke Hindi.

*t ^1%"
I They spoke

^t £fa*T %^ft I We played tennis.

We played.
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^T^TT ?RTT m% 5TT5 5T% W&ffiT | I

f3T % f^T^t cftff faffw if ' I

"FTf sft^t % *f?T3T I

TT?ft fagt frtft ^ T?^T %TT I

trt ^ra
-

smft =^ft eft frrft ^ft f%ffert

t$' srrr a^ftf rar «tt f*rc*rn; irf * i

«r3T T^rR f^rr i

sft T^lf, f^ *rfr fan i ft ^
»TWt ft if I *TTWt *Tft I

f^ ST^TH «fr STfcT ^rfw ^t <TT 5pT ?T *R?t i fer

fr ^tW i f f^r tT^r ?rf ?rr |*tt i

JRT ?TTT% WTT ^T^ft^T Jiff SPT^PTT | ?

sft JT^fi ir*nn Tff i f*nt ^Tr-^nrr srfter «tt i

f*TT^ % ^TT^ f*R% WT^T 3?t *t



Another kind of verb is sometimes called 'neuter passive.'

Neuter passives suggest that an action takes place of its own

accord, or at least that nobody cares who the actor is.

T^t | I A lot of new buildings
are going up.

TTfelt ^Rf ^f«T fa 5
!* | I Cars are selling like hot

cakes, (from hand to hand.)

The actor can be mentioned, with%, but he is not to be blamed

Xgfffi f^^Tf ZZ if I
The window broke (while I

was washing it) as an
accidental result of my
action.

Neuter passives are ordinary verbs (the have all the same forms

and tenses as any other verb); they differ from other kinds only in

that they must usually be translated by the passive voice (in English)

and that they cannot enter into the passive construction explained

in TTS l(o.

There is another kind of causative ver-b which means 'get somebody

else to do it'. These all end wither.

Hfil NT to have someone go to sleep.

I have the nurse put the
children to bed.

srq% *ft? sftsfr *t fWcrr f i I get my clothes washed
by the washerman.
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strtt | srTf% ^«nfw jt^t tar

stfttt i

^ff % fawr wrr ^rarTwr T :*r for *n%TT i

t I

qfe 5p5F«T^ ?T fanW rft 5M<M+dT *FT

¥^ | I

TTT «TT I

TOft | ?

^ufor ^ritw ^rr sttctft ^pt ?rff 1 1 ^Tfar ^ifrcr

swrcw gfarraf <tt ?fr ^rr «th fen ^rt ^Tf^ j

srht *5t ^Tcff <tt *rfe f: ^ *r otpt

feTT ^RTi" rft WW SrSTTC # ^ ?T ^trft I

5TRTT | fe f^TT f^ ^jff 3" f?T TT ^TT orr?T feTT

*FTT ^Trf 5TT^^r 3TTf% 7T$ ^TTcft | I fft" cRT^T'

*t ^ff % ^T> ^TTf^T 5F«TTFq^ spt ^TT *TWT | I



it is said

it will be said

it was said

(^'TT say )

The passive voice is made by insert ing one of the ?TT - TT _ ^

endings plus 3fT into the verb phrase. The result looks like the

past form of the main verb plus some form of SfT'TT In the past

tenses, vjflfrfr appears as Tp^J

If the direct object is mentioned in the direct case, the whole

verb phrase agrees with it.

?^|5fT ^ffaT STR^TT I the door will be opened

<<T^T¥ 'STT^'t I the doors will be opened

^ efT| Wt^t ^rT^ft I the window will be opened

the windows will be opened

esTt^RT open )

The contractions which normally occur in the past forms of ^TT^T,

%«TT,» ^«TT. "ft»TT (see page ^o=; ) occur also in the passive.

If a 'clarifier' is used, it comes just before the passive

marker. All other verb elements follow.

If the actor is mentioned, ^ is used.

the job will be done

the money will be given

the sari will be cleaned

By whom was this book written?

The passive of a verb containing produces the unusual

form WFXT.

The luggage was taken away
by the porter.
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^ 7T*ff ^TR> TTTft ^Rt f*R^ f*TC% V§ I

3 TRT T^T-^^ *T TT^* WW I

* fir ^fRr 7g^ i

* fraft ^rrcr 7? wn 1

e t?fi% fir 3^ 7t?pt pn % trt> <F7>*r 37

trap «T37 f«TT I 4

$ $ STM 7^ <T?77 7ft 3p3IT 3tf 7^7 |^ 1 1

H 7ft 7*7 77 7f7T gf ^TT7 t^t I I

S3 STT777 f^T# gf feTR 7% 75 I

?Y #7 5Tf^T 77 5TT7% 7RT 73 |TT
I

7*7T I

? % ?tr; 7*r «fkgf 3?7T 7T *7?t «ff I

*vs ^sft ?TT77T 7*7 *TT7% 7RT 73T g*TT «TT S*T77 7T7

77T | ?

^ f^ff 737 gT, 7f ?TT77T 7T% f7T7 f7T7 7=7T I

^ 7T cfH 7% * f7Wf*T 77T I

7fTT 73 73 7T f7KTT7 7? <7T I



1. I often fall asleep while reading the paper.

2. The day before yesterday, our car almost fell into the
river.

3. Last night a boy was almost killed in an automobile
accident.

4. We walked and walked, and finally we got to the village.

5. We laughed so hard we got a stomach ache.

6. The sleeping girl's mouth was open.

7. Leaving the crying girl in the room, they went shopping.

8. The flowing water of the river looks very pleasant.

9. While getting dressed I found that one of the buttons
on my shirt was broken.

10. Some women wearing saris were coming.

11. That boy is wearing a very beautiful tie today.

12. Where are the socks I wore yesterday?

13. I read the book you wrote.

14. I saw the girl sitting by you.

15. They saw a man standing at your door.

16. About ten women were standing on the road.

17. What's the name of the man who was sitting next to you
yesterday?

18. As he was sitting down, he almost fell.

19. Standing there two or three hours, I got very tired.

20. He read two books while sitting here.
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You have met the basic structures of Hindi: the nouns, adjec-

tives, pronouns, postpositions, verbs, and other kinds of words;

the basic kinds of phrases, subject, direct object, indirect object,

adverbial phrases, adjectival phrases and the verb phrases; the

clause, which contains a verb phrase and possibly a variety of other

phrases; and the sentence, in which several clauses may be combined.

On this base you can go on to build a real command of the lan-

guage. Most of the grammatical structures which you do not imme-

diately recognize are in fact combinations of elements you already

know. In this unit are a few more combinations which are frequent

in both spoken and written Hindi.

Verb participles can be used as adjectives. A form of jflT

may be added to mark this adjectival construction.

(1) with the present or imperfect ive participle:

the sleeping girl

the flowing water

(examples in sentences 6, 7, 8)

(2) with the past or perfective participle:

ZZ\ ?*TT W&l a broken button

the seated man

(6, 9, 16, 17)

the book which you wrote

the socks I wore yesterday

(12, 13)
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(3) These adjectival phrases, like any others, may be used adver-

bially, in the oblique singular masculine form.

5TS^ taking a seat

flT'ft ft? while dressing

(9, 18)

*TTff*TT^ ft*
wearing saris

ZTt^ m wearing a necktie

(10, 11, 14, 15)

(4) The adverb can be repeated.

walking constantly

laughing constantly

CI, 5, 19, 20)

on the brink of dying

on the brink of falling

(2, 3, 18)
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Hindi has no verb have . It is therefore impossible to translate

'literally' any sentence that uses it. You have to stop and think

what is meant

.

In English we say 'I have two children.' Hindi uses for this

a possessive adjective or spy -phrase.

^^ 3^% f I

They have two children.

The same pattern is used for other relatives, body parts, and things

you can hardly lose:

^wft ^ 1 1
He has one eye *

In English we say 'I have a headache.' In Hindi this can be

'There's a pain in my head.'

Sft far 3 ^ 1

1

Other kinds of illness are expressed with 5fff

.

^JPTH | | I have a cold.

J£*R?t |
1 had a fever.

Ownership is usually expressed with 7RT

.

<mr q^r =nST f TT'f«TT I
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When two or more verbs are used together, with the same subject,

the endings of all but the last can be replaced by the special marker

f STffiiT ^(%^ I
Go and see.

Eat and then come back.

^ht mwt. m& i

This 'abbreviation marker' may appear as^r^, % or^T^u

If the root of the abbreviated verb is qp; , ^ is the marker.

SpT SPT^TT 3>FT ^>T% ^f7[ |
After doing our work, we went
home.

The subject, if mentioned, is marked by ^ only if the last verb

requires it.

fPT^" ^TT ^TT5^ f^FTT I
We went nome and worked.

When a series of two or more verbs are put together the abbrevia-

tion marker efT^Cor % or can be omitted.

?R>T ?TT^ Take it and come. (Bring it.)

This usually appears as^-qy^-. Other very common examples are

?T SfPTT carry ^- ^p?HT bring along

When^;is 'understood', both verbs have their full meanings. Such

combinations can be confusing because they look like a full verb

plus a clarif ier. 'sTFTT I can mean:

^HT TTF I
He ate and went,

or it can represent the main verb IgJ^J plus the clarif ier 5fpTT :

ate it all up.
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The difference between the meaning of the perfect participle

by itself and the meaning of the perfect participle plus the past

auxiliary is rather subtile, and not easily indicated by transla-

tion.

With the past auxiliary, the meaning is clearly in the past.

If *PTT ^TT I
will be used wherever in English 'I had gone* is

appropriate, but also in many cases where 'I went' is used.

The perfect participle alone often gives a suggestion of

indef initeness . It will be used in questions.

EPTT s^PT I** •

Did y°U g°?

but if the asker thinks he knows the answer, the past auxiliary is

added

:

5JTq- jpij" ^ ?f ? You did go, didn't you?

The auxiliary is also used to refer to an action that was

definitely intended or planned, even if not carried out.

fj- ?f$ff TPTT *TT I
I didn't go, after all.

The use of the present auxiliary shows some connection with

the present or the very recent past.

^TPT^
-

3irft tft ^ ? Have you gotten married?

If you believe that the person is not married now, you might

ask:

3TT<ft "ft "ft I
Have you ever married?

The past auxiliary separates the action mentioned from the

present.
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Verb Agreement

The verb can agree only with a direct case expression. If the

subject is in the direct case, the verb agrees with it. If however

the subject is oblique (with or^) the verb may come under the

control of some other direct case expression. If a direct object

is present and not marked by ^Tf the verb will agree with it. If no

direct expression is available, the verb reverts to its neutral

(masculine singular) form.

subject object verb

1 Z=l

1 ==

—
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Verb Agreement

If the verb cannot agree with the subject of the sentence, it

will agree with the nearest direct-case noun (which is usually the

direct object.) There is one exception to this rule.

A few nouns, when used with «j)^ | , lose the power to control

the verb.

fPT^" TsTTcTT ^ft % ft^t I We remembered his words.

*pT% =M'HH I qT5 TTC felT I We memorized our lesson.

^=fft UIM+I ^TTf^JT >RR I She liked your saris.

zr

fPTT^ ^STsTT "TOR I He liked our cities,

tft ^ ^Hf ^*IM I

1 used these things.

Sft SFTTT f%TT I I used this room.

Normally, zrjcj ,M^«-<J, and ^^Ml^i are nouns, as in the examples

below, but when used with efRTTT they seem to lose their gender and

number characteristics and become transparent, so to speak, allowing

the effect of a preceding noun to pass through them and control the

verb

.

sq-pq-q^ crq-?^ | |
You have good taste,

^ft 551 5ft W*8t ^ff | I
My memory isn't so good.

SnNft I^TFT ?T^T ^1 It's bad to use English.
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